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6RU 640MM WIDE & 300MM DEEP 
FULLY ASSEMBLED VERTICAL MOUNT WALL CABINET

PART NUMBER: CBN-6RU-63WM
BAR CODE:  352399007094

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Serveredge Vertical Mount Wall Data Cabinet. This sleek and efficient solution is designed to optimize your space, protect 
your valuable equipment, and enhance your network infrastructure like never before.

Upgrade your network infrastructure with the Serveredge Vertical Mount Wall Data Cabinet, the perfect combination of 
style, security, and functionality. Whether you're a small business looking to maximize your space or an enterprise in need 
of an efficient and secure server solution, this cabinet delivers the reliability and flexibility you demand.

The rack ships fully assembled and comes with a 25 Year manufacturer™s product warranty.

GUARANTEE/WARRANTY
Serveredge products are manufactured at the highest standards using highest quality materials at an affordable price. This 
Serveredge product comes with 25 Years Warranty for that extra peace of mind. Subject to Serveredge Terms and 
Conditions*
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PRODUCT FEATURES

Space-Saving Vertical Design: The Serveredge Vertical Mount Wall Data Cabinet is ingeniously designed to save 
valuable space. With equipment mounted in a vertical orientation, it can be securely mounted on walls, making it ideal 
for small server rooms, offices, or tight spaces.

Robust Construction: Crafted with durability in mind, this data cabinet is built to last. Its sturdy steel frame provides 
exceptional stability and protection for your valuable server and networking equipment.

Ventilation: Heat dissipation is crucial for maintaining the optimal performance of your server equipment. The 
Serveredge Vertical Mount Cabinet features ventilation slots and optional cooling fans to ensure consistent airflow, 
preventing overheating.

Security and Access: Your data is your business's lifeline. The locking front door and top viewing access panel 
provide an extra layer of security, safeguarding your equipment from unauthorized access.

Customizable Configuration: This cabinet can be customized to meet your specific needs. Choose from adjustable 
equipment mounting heights to accommodate different types of equipment. Its versatile design allows for adaptable rail 
adjustments and positions, ensuring compatibility with a range of server and network devices.

Adaptable Wall-Mount Solution: The Serveredge Vertical Mount Wall Data Cabinet offers flexibility in installation. Its 
design is optimized for wall mounting, which proves especially useful in space-constrained areas, allowing it to suit a 
variety of settings and individual preferences.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

* Usable Vertical Equipment Space : 6RU

* Unit Dimensions: 643mm (W) x 300mm (D) x 739mm 
(H)

* Unit Weight: 29.2kg

* Shipping Dimensions: 720mm (W) x 360mm (D) x 
810mm (H)

* Shipping Weight: 31.2kg

* Colour : Black

* Weight Capacity - Stationary (kg) : 80

* Grounding lug : Front Door Frame

PRODUCT INCLUDES

(1) Wall Mount Rack

(12) M6 screws

(12) M6 cage nuts

(12) M6 washers

(4) Keys

(4) Masonry Mounting Bolts

OPTIONAL 2 WAY FAN UNIT:   [RF-02V}
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